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43.
SECOND

ACT.

Scene 1st. is the Music-room in Richard Wagner's home in Weimar.
The time is an afternoon in January, several years after the
events of the first act. A 60ncert Grand Piano occupies the
center of the room, and between the windows at the bacl( is a
long mirror.
In front of one of the windows is a small table
holding a tin cage which contains a noisy, screeching,green
Parrot. A number of singing Canaries are in a large wooden
cage hanging nearby, and a special favorite is honored with
a fancy gilt cage in~another windowpthe birds trying to outsing
each other at intervals.
Chairs, tables, sofas and rugs, with
draped doorways rvl gh t, and left, and a cheerful fire on the\hearth
give a cosey air to the room. Busts of Beethoven, Listz, and
Wagner are on a pedestal, table , and Piano, and portraits of
Listz and Wagner adorn the wallso To one side stands an easel,
and on it rests a large uncompleted Orchestral Score, with some
pages turned backo
When the curtain raises, Wagner, Listz, Meyerbeer, and Berlioz
are discovered, seated around a table in animated conversation,it;
just. having partaken of a bountiful supply of Beer, as the near
emptied steins and pitchers testify.
The whole group look older
than in the first act, though Time has dealt much more leniently
with Wagner than with the other three meri. A marked change appears in Listz, who now wears-the garb of an Abbe, that sets
off to advantage his strong, ascetic face. Wagner is attired
in a luxurious dressing-gown of violet velvet, with baretta
of the same material, and is the personification of a selfindulged, aesthetic artist.
The four men 'are in full enjoy~ent of their pipes, when the following conversation begins.

Yes, gentlemen,

MEEERBEER.
(speaking oracularly.)
it is II Y policy to keep in the good graces
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of the Pre
s s!
If a man has anytfiing to do or say that interests the Pub1ic~~--he can reach mer-e people in a f'cw hours
through the medium and favor of the Newspapers, than he could
reach in a week if he relied sole0upon his own efforts.
•
~rises and lifts his stein.)
Drink with me, gentlemen---T 0 the
PRE
S S !
(they drink.)
Wagner.
(jocosely.)
I suppose you think, Meyerbeer, that when the Opera and the
Circus come to Town every body wants to read what the papers
have to say about
the Elephant and the Giraffe, the Soprano
and the Tenor.
BERLIOZ.
(in a semi-teasing tone.)
Look here, Wagner---every body knows that you can only view
the world these days through an OPERA- GLASS. Ha, ha, ha!
WAGNER.
(tartly. ).
Maybe so, Berlioz---but I~ll take the Opera-glass down any time
you are ready to take some lessons in f.The Music of the Future!"
BERLIOZ.
I'll not make a date for any such instruction at present---I'll
hear Die Meistersinger first,and make up my mind whether it is
worth while for me to burden my all-ready heavily taxed brain
further with your new-fangled ideas.

,

WAGNER.
(sarcastically. )
D 0\ you
mea
n t 0 say
that you are w i LLf.ng to havei(/U f"
sensi tive ears assaul ted for three hours by the "Pi tiless·,~

45.
discords of Die Meistersinger1
I warn you not to &0 to hear
it---there are places where you will be exposed top the danger
of going to sleep, and others where your slumbers might be
disturbed
LISTZ.
•
(places his hand on Wagner's knee.)
Donlt listen to this man, Berlioz--he's half crazy!
Take my
advice~nd hear the Meistersinger your first opportunity.
You III
FII'm SURPRISES A'VAITIrG YOU ---Richard has changed the sound
of the Brass Instruments into PURE GOLD! He can teach the rest
of us composers more about ORCHESTRATION than we are willing
,to acknowledge.
BERLIOZ.
(twisting ar-ound irri tably
on his chair. )
That depends upon who says so. 'I'he char-aot.er-xo r my mind is
PURELY ORCHESr11RAL---and I don I t have to depend upon a form of
musical entertainment made easy by PICTURES!
0

LISTZ.
(pacifically. )
My dear fellow, a Tone POET like you may appeal entirely to the
I mag
i n a t ion,
but a Dramatic Poet HAS
to appeal
to the S ens
e s •
BERLIOZ.
(snapping his fingers irritably.)
Pah! The OPERA is only for the unmusicaB:y---i t is unnecessary
for M E to use the strained, artificial effects that Wagner
resorts to!
(~7agne~rises and walks about
the room as though it was difficult for him to suppress the
,
laughter by which he is almost
overcome, but his restrained humor
is inexpressibly irritating to Berlioz.)
,
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LL3TZ.
That may be so, Berlioz---but a man's talent must not be judged
by his ability to accomplish things that are possible to other
men, but by his capacity to do things beyond the power of other
men---there's where ~agner shineso

BERLIOZ.
(rises with a quick,
nervous movement, that
plainly evinces the ire
he feels toward his rival.)
WE&Hnfir Wagner shines in that respect or not depends upon who
is speaking---Lstill
maintain that Harmony without Melody is
like Fish without Sauce.

WAGNER.
( t.hds assertion pr-cve s too much
for Richard, and he faces Berlioz
in the m~st beliggerent manner.)
That's because you have never been trained to know what true
Melody is, sir---you certainly could never judge for me. But
let me tell you one thing, my friend---you'll not find the
equal of M Y T r i s tan
and
Iso
1 de,
in the
YTorld's Library of Music today!
(Berlioz and 1,~eyerbeerlaugh
heartily and eXChange significant looks.)
Your Modesty

MEYERBEER.
is only equaled by your Humility,

Herr Wagner!

LISTZ.
~
(impressively.)
Wagner is right, gentlemen-- ...
Tristan and Isolde is the most
~ in the Li t er-a ture of NIusic!
'remarkable
It is so unique a'hd
original
that
no
other
composer
could
ever
have written
a page
of it!
--. -
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BERLIOZ & MF.YERBEER.
Ba, ha , ha !
You mean that no other composar would ever have wanted to
write a page of it!
LISTZ.
(rises and strikes the table
sharply with his hand.)
I mean exactly what I say, sir!
The first builders had not
the wherewithal to erect such a Cathedral---they had to await
the advent of THE MASTER
BUILDER!

D

MEYERBEER.
(coo ly knocks the ashes from
his pipe, then draws himself
up to his full height as though
the words he is abo~t to utter
would clinch the argwnent.)
AHEM!
Herr Listz, your Sparrows are always Skylarks!
How
ab ut R 0 S SIN
I ?
WAGNER.
(springs forw~rd as though to strike
Meyerbeer, and is only restrained by Listz.)
How D ARE
yo--.;u
drag the name of Rossini into this? You
know perfectly well that when I find fault wi th the LtaLi.an
Composers it is not because of their nationality, but because
they turn the Opera into a Circus for the exhibition of vocal
acrobats!
IvIEYERBEER.
(bitterly resenting the accusation.)
And YOU
know perfectly well, sir, that YOU
can hardly
command the services of a singer in Germany today---they all
say it simply i ill P 0 s s 1:b 1 e
to sing your music!
riAGNER.
(this is one too many for Wagner,

48 •.
who clinches his hands in suppressed
rage, and hisses through closed teeth
at his enemy, and would fell him to the
floor, where it not for the intervention
of Listz, who has great difficulty in
holding him back.)
A-a-a-a-a-h:
Do you expect the Lord to work a miracle in my behalf, by lettinB the kind of singers that I want grow on trees?
The singer is only the mouthpiece of the Poet, anyway--~send me
people who have H EAR
T S
and I N TEL
L E C T S ,and it
doesn't matter whether they have Vo ice
s
or not
I can
make them sing!

M1:"XERBEER.
(throwing back his head insolently.)
H YES, of course you can---but I guess there are TWO
to that question!

sides

WAGNER.
~es,

RIG

there are two sides to that~uestion---your's
H T side.

, and the

MEYERBBER.
(furiously. )
What do you mean,

sir?

Wagner"
(grows cooler as bis opponent
waxes hot and hotter.)
bh, nothing at all---nothing at all!
(dismisses hiIllwith a wave of his hand.)
Just be sure and make the sign of the Cross, whenever you hear
aLe
a din
g mot
i f
mentiomed!

49.
WAGNER.
(calmly folds his arms and
stands in the middle of the room,
provokingly cool and self-contained.)
Come on, the size of a. coward doesn't count!
(Meyerbeer turns aside, casting
withering glances in Wagner's direction.)
Herr L iszt is perfectly right in what he says---you and Berlioz
can no more understand my Art than the sparrows on the telegraph
wire can understand the messages of life and death that pass
beneath their feet!
BERLIOZ.
(SPEAKS CAUSTICICJ~LY.)
V?e11, sir, ~ are not alone in that c1ass---al1 Germany, regardle
of profession, with the exception of a few half crazy cranks,
is of our opinion as to the insanity of your Art-efforts!
WAGNER.
(gesticulating wildly
and screaming.)
GERIvlftlIT!
G e r man
y!
WHAT can you expect of a nation
that spurned its BACH?
That kept its SCHUBERT in such poverty
that his Brothers had to pay his funereal expenses?
'I'ha t buried
its Mozart with a half dozen other paupers in one grave without marking it? WILL DECENT GEFJiIANYEVER RISE UP IN REVOLT
AT THE INDECENT TREATlv'IEWI.'
OF ITS MEN OF GENIUS?
BERLIOZ.
( calming down.)
Well, Richard, I see nothing to be gained
by our discussing
a point upon which we can never agree---I guess we'll bid
you good morning!
WAGNER.
(turning the cold shoulder
and speaking icily.)
Have the goodness to call me Herr Ws.gner and not Richard in
the future---I reserve my christian name for my friends!

( Derlioz and D~yerbeer
LEAVE the room.)
SI ene IInd.

WAGNER.
(much exhausted by the foregoing
scene sinks into a chair, his elbows
on his knees, and his head buried in
his hands in a despairing attitude.)
At last he slowly raises his head,
and gazes vacantly into space.)
Critics!

C
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s

everywhere,

and not alw a

I'

d

of praise!

LISTZ.
(walks over and pats him soothingly
on the shoulder, then straightens
himself up as though to shake off
the sting of the words.)
Don't expect praise, Richard!
It takes
g e n ius
to appreciate
g e n ius
! Haven't you found out long ago that
natures lilw Meyerbeer' s and Berlioz t s are absolutely antipahetic to your's and mine?
Let us leave that coterie alone--what possible pleasure can we get from associating with them?
They haven't the least idea of what you are aiming at, but
future generations will love and admire you for the enemies
you have made in fighting for your Art!
WAGNER.
(springs up wildly.)
AWAY
with all this stuff!
I CAS
T
my operas to the winds!
I want to hear no more of them!
For M E
the song of the world
was sung to an end long ago! W 11 0 understands
Me?
YOU
and no one else 1 WHO
understands
YOU
?I, and no one
else!
Don't talk to me of the W 0 r 1 d ---it is cold, indifferent
and bad, thoroughly BAD
t
It is you who has helped me with
/

~

funds~I would otherwis~ have had to stop writing and earn my
bread like a day laborer!
It is you
who has sustained me
when all the critical world was against mel.
It is you
who
has brought out my operas when the hand of every Director was
raised in revolt! (scornfully.)
What has the W 0 R L D done
for me?
LISTZ.
(soothingly.)
Fiy dear fellow, what you need is courage, patience , and flaming
fire---all of which you can supply from a stout heart and the
seething volcano of your braino
Your first duty is to be optimistic and to feel that Heaven is on your side, that Earth can
do you no harm, and that both Life and Death are but a ladder
up which to~climb to the stars. You must fancy to yourself
pictures of a happy future---WAGNER.
(with a moan and a gasp.)
How can you talk to me of a future when my MSS. are locked up
in my desk? WHO
else can bring out the ART WORK that
only I can produce , so that all may see how the MASTER wanted
it?
LISTZ.
(stands with folded arms and
speaks with great commiseration.)
My dear Richard, I sympathize with you from the Qottom of my
heart!
So thoro
ugh
1 y, that for me the rest of the
musical world with a few exceptions barely exists!
WAGNER.
(wringing his hands in despair.)
Oh how I L6N~ to hear my Tristan!
It is three years since it
was finished and no body has heard it! Lohengrin is thirteen
years old and I have never heard it, and I am the only German
who has not!
-.
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(Wagner rushes wildly across the rOO<\lID
and
snatches various MSS. scattered over the top
of the piano, music rack and bench---hurries
them to the fireplace and stuffs them in the
grate---snatches
a box of matches from the
mantle, and is about to apply a lighted match
to the pile of MSS. when Listz discovers his
intention and forcibly restrains him.

LISTZ.
(terror-stricken, violently arrests
Wagner's hand, and a struggle ensues.)
Richard!
Richard!
What are you doing?
Are you a crazy man?
How D ARE
you cheat the world of a talent for which you
will be held responsible?
Don't you know that you will be
held accountable at the Day of Judgment for such an act?
(holds on to Richard , and tries to
impress him with the seriousness of
the offense.)
WAGNER.
( breaks away from Listz's grasp,
but his spirit is broken, and he
faces him dispairingly.)
Why
should I spare them?
No body wants them--~by the end
of this month my last dollar will be gone, and a wide
beautiful
world spreads before me, in which I shall have nothing to eat,
and no place to lay my head.
~ covering his eyes with his
hands, and wringing them frantically.)
~\Tilln 0 bod
Y
buy my Lohengrin, skin and bones?
If not,
I shall have to pawn it to keep the roof over the head of my
pOD~sick wife!
(bitterly.)
I will barter the fruit of my soul
for a few paltry dollars!
0 h the trouble it is to find a
place in the world for ~m a n\ 1 i k e , me!
AHi GOD!

.•
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L i f

e

is so terrible

for people who are not

b rut

e s!

LISTZ.
(approaches Wagner, and lovingly
slips his hand through his arm.)
Richard, my dear fellow, I must seem like a mercenary
dog
not to take your troubles on my own shoulders----but
the
truth is----WAGNER.
"M e r c e n a r y" is about the last word to apply to you!
You are always giving, giving, giving, with both hands, until
you ought to hate the sight of me---poor unlucky dog that I
am! If it were not for you, where would I be this minute?
You
are the only person who can hammer out any good there
may be in me!
LISTZ.
Richard, have you saved no money?
WAGNER.
Not a pfenning---I am better qualified to squander money than
to save it.
It is my fate to starve to death, and in the face
of Fate man is powerless!
(sinks disconsolately
into a chair.)
LISTZ.
(goes to the table, takes a
checkbook from his pocket, draws
up a check, and hands it to Wagner.)
Here Richard---this may help you a little---I wish it were more!
WAGNER.
(takes the check eagerly, looks
at it, utters a cry of joy, springs
to his meet ill1dembraces Listz rapturously.)

J
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$5000!

And you handed it to me like it was a postage stamp!
( goes off a little way, gets down
on his hands and knees, crawls up
to Listz and hugs him anew1)then
holds him off at arm's length and
with tearful eyes and voice addresses him.)
Ah B'ranz, F ran
z !. People should only come to you on all
fours! You dear old fellow, ---one must have a high-toned and
delicate soul to understand the infinite tenderness of your soul!
(embraces Listz again.)
qre the first man who ever had faith in me, and what
You
woul.c I amount to without you? You are the first and only person
who has made me feel t4e ecstacy of being understood.
~looks at the check again, t~en
waves it grandly aloft.)
vrno ever helps ME,
helps my ART
through me, and the SACRED
CAUSE for which I'm fighting!
(places both hands on Listz's
shoulders, and gazes at him affectmonately.)
Ah Franz, you are a wonderful man---if ww had not 1 0 v e d
how terribly would we have hat
e d each other!
If the
world belonged to us, W E
could do something to give pleasure
to the people therein, couldn't we?
LISTZ.
(laughing, evidently pleased to
be classed with his friend.)
Yes, indeed we could, Richard----we'll
1 e a d the way, and
let those who cannot go with us remain behind!
Now look here,
old man, you must cheer up and think of other things than your
troubles.
I haven't yet had a chance to speak to you about the
object of my visit---sit down and let me talk to you. Hans von
Bulow asked me to tell you that he would be here at four orc1ock(consulting his watch.) and it is now about that hour. He will
be here shortly, I am sure, for he is a prompt fellow, and
,

,,i.
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wants to talk to of a scheme he has on hand.

WAGNER.
(eagerly.)
Is Frau von Bulow corning with him?
LISTZ.
(slowly and sadly shakes his head.)
No, I hardly think so---1 advise you not to speak to him of her.
Iviydaughter and her husband have no t been on good terms for a long
time. Hans and Cosima are OIL and Water---you know the result!
(a knock is heard at the street door.)
There. is Hans now---I'll slip out in the other room and leave
you two alone.

WAGNER •
But Franz, we could not possibly
that you could not hear.

have any thing to talk about

LISTZ.
Probably not ---but I want to see the Nurse about Minna, and
I'll be back in a few minutes.
(he goes off by the bedroom door,
as another kno ck is heard at the
street dooro Wagner opens the door
and warmly greets Hans von Bulow,
with whom he seems to be on very
friendly terms.)
Scene
years,
black
on his

3rd~ Hans von Bulow is a short stout man of about forty
with sandy hair and close cut beard.
H e wears a short
velvet coat and wide brimmed hat, and carries his overcoat
arm.

l
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(Wagner holds both of Ran's
hands, and shakes them warmly.)
Ach, how happy I am to see you once more, lieber Hans! You have
a wonderful way of bringing sunshine in your train, no matter
how stormy the day. Come make yourself at home~--I'd like to
offer you some refreshment, but one can't .countupon much being
left behind when they've had a visit from Berlioz and Meyerbeer.
~pours out some beer and hands
Van Bulow, who drinks.)
HANS.
So you have had a visit from Meyerbeer----has
to steal some ideas from yo~r latest opera?

he been trying

WAGNER.
Ha, ha! No,---poor Meyerbeer, he has his mission---his music
serves to drive away ennui!
HANS.
May be so!
(discovers the score on the eas~~,
walks over and examines it with interest.)
Vlhat have we here? This looks interesting---what
is it Richard?
WAGNER.
(laughing.)
An opera I am writing for myself and an ideal audience of Listzs.
You~ll see that the Public to whose vitiated taste I refuse to
stoop, will rise to my level eventually.
HANS.
(contemptuously.)
Never fear---the Public will be sure to applaud what it does
not understand, totprevent ~he reflection on its intellect!
LISTZ.
{has overheard the last remark

57.

of Han's as he entered

the room.)

That's what I tell Richard, Hans---to capitulate to the enemy
is not to conquer---the enemy himself must surrender.
WAGNER.
But there is no question of "surrender IIwith Berlioz and Meyerbeer
,I can't get them to acknowledge the least value in Leading
,Motivs!
Hans •
Neither could the rest of us until you showed us they were the
very backbone of the Musidprama.
Why didn't you explain their
use?
WAGNER.
I told them there was no coherence , no sense in a musical
phrase heard once and never again, so I had solved the problem
by a system of IILEADING MOTIFS" , each inte.nde~to stand for a
particular person, thought, mood or action.
What more could
I do?
LISTZ.
(enthusiastically.)
You should have told them that in t.he "Music Drama II you had
ev eo Lved A STATELY OAK FROM A SDLPLE MELODIC ACORN!
Yes, it is Won-der-tul!

HANS.
Perfectly

Mar

vel

0

u s!

WAGNER.
Listen to this--(he goes to the piano,followed
b~istz
and von Bu~ow, and with one
hand plays the motive of the Firemusic from the VALKYRIE.)

,.
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LISTZ.
(turning to Hans.)
That's the Fire-motif from the Valkyrie---Can't you hear the
crackle of the flames around the sleeping Brunhillde?
Play
some of the other motifs for us, Richard---you have two good
listeners.
WAGNER.
(turns round on the Music-bench,
takes out his snuff-box, taps it
repeatedly, finds it empty, gets
up and throws the box violently
across the room.)
No sir, no more snuff---no more music!
HANS.
Well, Richard, I'll console you for the loss of the snuff by
telling you I have a piece of news for you.
V!AGNER.
Vlhat! Another opera turned down by the Publishers and Managers?
I suppose it is crueh to chide the weak-minded fellows for what
is rather their misfortune than their fault.
No, --the Emperor Napolean
ce of 'I'ANNHAUSERat THE

HANS.
has issued an order for the performGRAND OPERA
in Paris!

WAGNER.
(incredulously.)
likely,after the way he has treated me for years!
(sneeringly.)
Who's the W 0 MAN?
HANS.

(enjoying

the insinuation.)

59.
Ha, ha, ha!

The princess

de Metternich---who

else could it be?

WAGNER.

P a h!
A
while ART

(piCking up a sheet of mss.
and throwing it violently
on the piano.)
w a man
reaches the inner heart of an Emperor
shivers itself to death an hfus dumB~ae---!

~~?
HANS.
Can you be ready to start for Paris on a day's notice?
WAGNERc
(bitterly.)
my
I can be ready to go in an hour, and carry with me all
anrmpty
purse,
earthly possessions---a siok wife, a heavy heart,
scores!
a green parrot, and a trunk full of rejected opera
(Hans goes to the fireplace
and stands with his foot on
the fender , his elbow on the
mantle , and his head on his
head , as· though trying to solve
a problem. Listz is still looking
through the :MSS. on the piano,
raising his head occasionally to
show he is also interested in the
conversationc
Wagner stands in the
middle of the room, both hands buried
in his pockets, and his face drawn up
in a tense, hard expression.")
Scene 4th. the door to the right op~ns, and Cosima van Bulow
eHters the room, and seeing omly Wagner~ greets him warmly.
She next discovers LIstz, and kisses him affectionately.Hans
is
conscious of her presence, and immediat~ly draws aside and begins

. -.~...
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to collect his wraps preparatory to leaving the room, but
cast~ angry, furtive glances in her direction.
Cosima is a
tall, heavily built woman of about 38 years, with a strong,
intellectual face, and much force of expression and gesture
resembling her father. She is well dressed in a middle century
out-door costume.
HANS.
(approaches Wagner and extends his hand.)
Goodbye, I think you will enjoy my a b s e n c e more than
my pre
s e n c e just now---I'll see you tomorrowo
(not until this moment has Cosima discovered that her husband is in the room,
but the instant she recognizes him,
she
draws to her father's side for protection,
and he puts his arm around hero The tableau
is one of suspense, Wagner looking from Hans
to his wife questioningly. Hans passes out
the street door, and Listz tries to quiet
his dauGhter.
Listz.
(holds Cosima off at arm's length
and looks searchingly ather.)
My daughter, what does t his
mean?
COSIMA.
(raises her face from her handkerchief
where she had buried it a moment before
and speaks with assumed defia~ces.)
It means that when a man pnce begins to deci~ve his wife, he must
go on doing it ,or step asmde and give his head to the block!
(she gives way and sobs violently.)
LISTZ.
My child, calm yourself---let the true nobility of your nature
speak
to your conscience---forget
the past---the world will
I

)

6I.
always forgive

, if you will forget.

COSH/fA.
(wringing her hands.)
Don't say that---the world never forgives anything, why should
and OUI' :M 0 the
r s
I1 (laughing hysterically.)
Only GOD
forgive !
.
LISTZ.
(persuasively.)
But a w i f e
should forgive, dear Cosima !
COSIMA.
(hysterically.)

A W I FE?
HA, HA, HA!
N E V---E R!
It is easier for
a mo ther to ~orgi v e than a wife!
HA, HA, HA!.
0
GOD!
( she throws herself in a
chair and buries her head
in her arms on the table.)
LISTZ.
( turns helplessly to Wagner, who
stands with a dazed expression and
folded arms, a silent~ helpless
witness to the scene.)
Richard, I am thoroughly at sea! I was in hopes this miserable
affair could be patched up, but I had no idea it had gone so
faro Won't you try and bring Cosima round to a rational way
of thinking, while I go after Hans and see what I can do with
him?
( he leaves the room.)
Scene 5tho

WAGNER.
( looks pitingly at Cosima's
convulsed form .for a minute,

)
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then goes over to her side
and tries to comfort her.)
Frau von Bulow!
(pause) Cosima!
(pause) Cosima, look at me !
(pause. He then touches her
tenderly on the shoulder.)
Cosima, will you not let me help you?
COSIMA.
(starts up from her seat frantically)
YOU
help me? No, no, n o---y 0 u are the last person in the
W 0 rId
who can help me!
(covering her face with her hands
she sinks into a chair, moaning pitiously.)
OH GOD! OH GOD
f help me!
(Wagner at his wit'S end~ picks up
a photograph from the table~nd stands
vacantly staring at it, not knowing
what to do or say next. The bedroom door
opens and Minna stands on the threshold,
her hair streaming over her shoulders, her
dress awry, and her haggard appearance
indicating that she is in the last stages
of consumptiono Her eyes are burning with
the fever of del'lbrium,and she becomes
sane and wild at intervals in the scene that
follows, and after her paroxisms of false
strenghh and fury are over, she gasps and
struggles for breath pitifully. She pauses
a moment to take in the scene, then rushes
across the room and snatches the photograph
fro~ichard's
hand,tears it in bits, ahrlows
it on the floor and stamps on it.)

J

MINNA.
(turns like an enraged lion upon
Cosima, who has sprung to her feet.)
YOU have taken my soul from me! You have
lie
d to me!
You have turned my love into a cur
s e ,! I hate you!
I HAT
E YOU
!
(with clinched hands and teeth
she threateningly approaches
Cosima, who cowers before her.)
A H!
A- a-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-aBh$

Minna, Minna!

WAGNER.
(helplessly tries to restrain
his wife and defend Cosima.)
Vlhat are you saying ? How did you get here?

MINNA.
(shtinking from him.)
Don'T
touch me!
Don't you d are
touch me!
I tried to
follow you into your world, but I could not? (moaning)
I c 0 u 1 d not!
(screaming)
and she---s h e ---S H E
(wmth a violent lunge at Cosima
who stands transfixed.)
Sh e has gotten what I would have sold my
SOU
L
gain!
(turns equally enraged o~Wagner)
And you?
I would have lived in one room---scrubbed
floors--die
d
for you, if you wanted me!
(wildly)
Don't
s pea
k!
something is dying---~ Ha,ha,ha, ---it is
my LO\~---my L 0 V E $ I am& a\m a d creature--~I do not
~ear ~ 0 d nor H ell
$ There is no Hell worse than I am
suffering--~there
is no God who would not forgive such love as
mine!
Mercmful Father, give me one glimpse of Heaven before
you wall me up in Hell!

tol

)

( she falls dying on the floor,
where Wagnwr supports her. Cosima,
deeply moved, gets a pillow from the
sofa and places under her head; she
finds a bottle of salts on the mantmm
ans tries to revive her,mtanding all
the while where Minna cannot see her.
MINNA.
(after a fww minutes Minna raises
herself sufficiently to extend her
arms to Richard~ Cosima quickly takes
his place in supporting Minna, and he
comes to the side and holds her in his
arms
She succeeds in getting her arms
around his neck, and slightly raises her
tiaad to her Husband's
K-i-s-sm-e,
R-i-c-h-a-r-d , m -y h-u-s-b-a-n-d,
I
l-o-v-e.
(he presses one long, gentle kiss
on her forehead, then lays hertback
on the floor deado He rises , throws
himself in a chair and weeps bitterly,
while Cosima kneels by Minna's side
completely overcome by grief)
0
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